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Foreword
THIS GUIDE IS INCOMPLETE
The Dangerous Waters Manual is a nice bit of work, except it doesn't mention when or why you'd want to do something. This isn't unconditionally a bad thing, as otherwise all players might
fall into the same way of doing everything.
As far as the Oliver Hazard Perry FFG is concerned, this document is trying to provide the knowledge of when to do what. It's meant for players that feel clueless on what to do when faced
with a situation. It doesn't mention how to use the stations, but rather what you should be trying to achieve with them.

My request to contributors
(This section doesn't properly apply in the PDF version)
Since this is stored on a wiki, that means anyone can edit it. Just press the edit button, and enter your changes. Though you might want to stick suggestions etc on the discussion page; click
the discussion tab on top of the page.
Please mark your additions with your names. Or nicknames or aliases or whatever your prefer.
MaHuJa.

The Sensor War
Staying undetected
(Or at least unidentified)

EMCON
EMCON is the way of "not announcing your presence and identity to the world".
More specifically, keep from using the following sensors: (until you are known anyway)
*
*
*
*
*
*

Hull Active Sonar
Air Search Radar
Surface Search Radar
STIR fire control radar
CAS fire control radar
CIWS

Yes, CIWS belong in there. Although it is generally only detectable within a shorter distance (~10nm, depending on sensor) it is also detectable, unless placed in "hold fire" mode. (This may
not apply for AI. Preliminary observations point to this being the source of long range identification by AI.)
There have been reports that Air Search Radar cannot be seen from subs. Also there has been claims that the surface search radar is useless against anything but ships. The latter, and
probably the first, are bogus. However, distance, radar horizon, etc, may account for why it could not be seen.(todo: test the first claim closer)

Avoiding air detection/classification.
Aircraft can locate you by radar or visual, and classify you by ESM or visual. There's little to be done with their radar (other than track it to know when to go hot on them; when to turn on
sensors and fire.) and "stay out of range" for visual isn't very helpful. But as far as ESM goes, EMCON is the perfect countermeasure. (See also sonar, esp if transiting, as they may have
buoys in the water)

Sonar
Most platforms you operate against operate sonar equipment, including all subs. Since subhunting is your business, this is important knowledge.
Against active sonar, there is little you can do - you cannot even detect it. (It doesn't even show a blip in passive, which has been argued a bug) If you have reason to believe you're being
pinged, what you can do is turn bow or stern towards the source, and the return will be minimized.
Agaisnt passive sonar, your best bet is to stop cavitating, which means slowing down to 9 knots or less. (Todo: verify. See self in towed array) At 4 knots you will also eliminate the stern
wake, which is what the wakehomer torpedo follows.
Other than that, don't hold a higher speed than you need to. And don't expect to detect a sub first.
Towed Array
Use different TA lengths and ownship speeds to listen at various depths. (There are tables/graphs made, which may be made available here at a later time.)
The TA can monitor how much noise you're making yourself, so you can tell when you're cavitating.
Highest speed at which it doesn't wash out: 19 knots. Once it hits 20 you start losing your contacts.
Sonar/Buoys
For the most part, you'll want to deploy these using the helicopter.
Sonar/Active (Pending patch 1.02)
Sonar/Passive (Pending will/time/other contributors)
Sonar/Hull Passive The only thing this is usable for is tracking torpedoes. Other than that only a supertanker well within visual range has shown up. On the other hand, it will tell you where
the torpedoes are heading - on a collision course or otherwise. The TA can only accurately provide such information from long range. (Lwami makes it slightly more useful; many, perhaps
most (civilian) ships can be detected before the lookout will add them as contacts, but only as an unidentified bearing. The stern baffles are twice as big though.)

The helicopter
This will be a discussion of the ffg-controlled AI helicopter. Human controlled helicopters should vary.
The helicopter is probably the greatest asset on the ship. If you don't have a helicopter, but a fishing boat got one, then it would be a close enough match which one would be the more useful.
The heloes work as sensor extenders both above and below water.

Radar
First of all, it provides radar coverage even while you're keeping your own radars off. It provides farther radar coverage than your own ship, especially against surface ships who are below
your radar horizon. It will also alert you to the exact location of any hostile aircraft approaching, such that they are not alerted to your identity (or your SAM capabilities) until well within
range.
Note that if you activate the helo radar too close to your own ship, they might guess your identity.

Sonar
As of 1.02, the AI helicopter will not deploy their dipping sonars. However, they can place their buoy load anywhere within their range, and can provide a relay for sonar data from buoys
outside your own range. They also provide automated buoy monitoring.

General Tips
•
•

Autopilot (or AI) landing may take insane amounts of time. It helps if the FFG slows down.
Helicopters have fuel for approximately (unknown) hours of flight. This may vary depending on how much they move about.

Anti Air Warfare
Weapons
Primary: SM-2
By far the longest range, and fairly accurate. Anything incoming, this is likely the first weapon you'll want to try.
Max range: ~25nm (Actually, this is the range of the Fire Control Radars, STIR and CAS. But since firing on targets illuminated by others is not supported, you're harmless to anything
outside this range.)
Disadvantages:
•

•
•
•
•
•

A missile may miss even though everything is done correctly.
• There is a 25% chance of a missile not detonating.
• There is a set percentage which is used to randomly determine if a missile hits or misses - which isn't modified by the target. Meaning the miss chance for a big huge
supertanker is the same as for a supersonic missile. This makes it seem more like a reliability problem than a miss chance.
• (see also look-shoot-shoot-look under anti missile) (todo: link and anchor)
Can be chaffed. (todo: verify)
Against very low/far targets the missile may hit the water, a condition that is usually irrecoverable.
Sets off missile alarms in all platforms friendly and hostile in the general direction.
Due to a bug in the DW engine, the missile doesn't lead properly. This results in clear misses (not affected by the percentage) against fast targets moving to the sides.
A bug in the interface (as of 1.01) prevents the fire control radars from going CWI if you load a new missile too quickly. The window of opportunity for this is only around 100ms?
• Unless the fcr is CWI deassigning it won't shut down the missile. The missile will also continue homing.

Secondary: 76mm naval gun
Todo: verify effectiveness
•
•
•
•

normal
single fire tests
maneuvering targets also
clustered targets (most appropriate for AMW)

Quite effective within its 10nm range. 80 shots to a magazine, where you can expect spending 20 on each contact with rapid fire. (Most shells still being on their way. More info pending
testing.)
(20 minutes reload time, unless quick reload cheat)
Disadvantages:
•
•

Won't hit a maneuvering target
binds up CAS radar
• The gun illuminates the target with the cas radar as soon as it is "unheld" but the shells land where the gun camera points, which corresponds to the solution, not the FCR (or
true) contact. (DW 1.01)
• The bug that keeps a fcr from going CWI can possibly be exploited to fire the gun while the CAS is guiding a missile without shutting it down. (todo: verify)

(Todays test hit absolutely nothing airborne. I can swear I've seen it hit things before though.)

Tertiary weapon: CIWS
Extremely effective within its 3.5nm range. There's no more effective AAW weapon than the CIWS, something too many (esp. AI) DW helicopter pilots have found out to their dismay.
Usually set to handsfree operation.
(That's how its supposed to be, anyway. It suffers from the same lead calculation problems that everything else does.)
Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•

Full Auto shoots down your own missiles and helicopters.
Auto may shoot down friendly missiles or aircraft heading past you.
Non-hold might be giving your ID to any AI in the area.
Manual operation is cumbersome. After engaging a target you have to hold/unhold before you can tell it to acquire another.

Last resort: Machineguns
When all else fails, you turn to the machinegun. Its effectiveness is dependent on the skill of its user, and it has a very short effective range, but it's always available. It cannot be damaged
out of function, and it's near impossible to spend all the 30000 bullets during a mission. (if you do, you should have been doing other things)
•

Note: In high seas the bullets will exit the gun at an entirely wrong elevation. And not only did they include such a "feature", they made it reverse. I call it bug.

(todo: verify it as being autocorrection for "flat" aiming)

Tactics & The Sensor War
Your primary problem in engaging air platforms is getting them within range. If they detect you and identify you, they know you're totally harmless beyond 30nm (including wide margins)
and will be unwilling to approach closer than this. From outside this range they can launch standoff ASMs.
Air units are inherently mobile, and can outrun you any day.
Your best choice is in maintaining [EMCON] and stay stealthy to avoid the enemy identifying you, activating only when they are within. To know when they are within, the preferred
alternate is an external radar source, REMRO or link, though if the target is radiating, tracking it by EW is an option. (Autotma required?) Visual contact is too late, as the plane will have a
visual of you first and then run. (Particularly a manned p3, if they use the IR cam well.)

Anti Missile Warfare
The art of Anti Missile Warface is the art of defending your own ship; of surviving. Much of the knowledge in the AAW section can be repeated here.

Not being fired on
The best solution to the missile problem is not to get fired on in the first place. That way there will be no possibility of damage. This will happen because:
•
•
•
•
•

The enemy doesn't have missiles
The enemy doesn't know you exist
The enemy doesn't know you're an enemy
The enemy has more important targets to spend missiles on.
The enemy cannot hit non-targets in the vicinity, and firing at you is going to hit them first. (Or second?)

Exploiting the last through putting civilians in between can be considered the naval equivalent of hostagetaking by some.

Staying undetected / Staying unidentified
See the sensor war.

Early warning
If you don't know a missile is approaching, how can you defend against it? Enemy missiles must be detected as soon as possible, or you will have no chance against them.
Your primary means of detecting missiles is your radar. Most missiles, including all sub-launched ones, will have a boost phase in which it ascends high enough to be detected on radar from
long distances. (The air search radar on the perry is the primary sensor for detecting a missile in this phase)
The effectiveness of the radar is variable, however - on a rainy day (or night) you might not get a warning beyond the boom of it smacking into your ship. Further problems are presented by
sea state and other environmental problems.
Your secondary sensor against incoming missiles is ESM - by far most missiles are active radar homers, meaning they carry a small radar on board. If the missile enables immediately, or in
horrible radar conditions, etc, you might detect it on ESM first.
Link - It seems that the AI will never transmit information on weapons to a human player. Humans may, however that will likely be a slow process; it might be too late by the time you
receive the link contact.

Phases of intercept
1 Detection Once detected, you (or at least someone, in the case of multistation) should mark the location at which it was detected. If you survive, this position will be invaluable in tracking
down the launcher. See Early warning above.
2 Out Of Range
-This is "the time of the others" - if you have supporting platforms around with longer SAM range, or even near the missile path, reclassify as missile/hostile and promote. It might be taken
out without you having to do a thing.
-It might be preferrable to mark the location marked above with a manual contact, and promote on link. If you have time, reclassify as sub if you have reason to believe you'd know of any
surface/air contacts in the area. Even if you are hit, there may be some other platform that can at least avenge you because of this.
-If you have the luxury of this period, use it for maneuvering and CM deployment.
3 SAM range SAM range begins from where your FCRs are able to lock on to the missile, at around 25nm, and lasts all the way in to 3-5 nm. Closer than this, and the missile will have
problems maneuvering enough in the short time and space available.
4 Gun range Gun range is from 10nm to around 0.5 nm, in which you may wish to employ the gun. Since it binds up a SAM FCR, this is usually an option not used unless SAMs are
unavailble. (todo: is this an underestimation? Sam vs Gun, which is better? Does the gun have a cluster effect?)
5 CM range Countermeasures have a chance of decoying the missile, making it home on the countermeasure rather than the ship. (The missile will explode on the countermeasure)
6 Ciws range 3.5nm to 0, the ciws can engage the missile in this phase.
7 Impact You know, the time when you shout abandon ship ;) - or at least ask for a damage assessment. The whole point of the above is to avoid this.

Soft kills
Soft kills are those where you make the incoming weapon kill itself, or miss totally. To do this, we employ flares and chaff and some maneuvering.
My observations point to most CMs being 'duds' that won't actually attract anything. (lwami 25%) This, and the fact that when it may have to choose between several targets, the chances of
it selecting you is less, makes the saying "the more the merrier" apply quite well to CMs.
Best employment has the missile detecting the countermeasure but not the ship for as much a time as possible, (probably) increasing the probability of it homing on the countermeasure. This
presumes a course slightly away from the missile (120-150 degrees off bow, not to disable sam launching) and launching predominantly from the side pointed towards the threat. (todo:
lifetime of CMs)
As of 1.01, the wind does not affect CMs. Should it ever do, try maneuvering such that the CMs will stay between the (probable) missile enable point and your ship.
It may be desirable to save some (from the side not pointing towards the origin) and, once the threat is over (so that blocking the sam is not a problem), mirror your course to the other side,
so that you can launch the rest in case of a second wave.

Know your enemy:
Choose a loadout of countermeasures consistent with the threat. Since radar missiles are by far the most common, having most (or even all) chaff in the loadout is not a bad idea. However, if
your main or only opponent will be a heat-seeker armed human-controlled P-3 (v.1.01 that's all they have) then choosing all flares instead is not a bad idea.

Hard kills
Shooting down an enemy missile, using weapons to defend against weapons.

SM-2
Being the longest ranged, this is usually the first weapon that has the opportunity to shoot at a missile. Using a fire control radar per missile to illuminate a target, the Perry can guide two
missiles. This missile will randomly miss. (as in not detonate, as well as some problems maneuvering at close range, etc.)
"Look Shoot Shoot Look"
The idea is that since one wave of intercepting missiles is likely to miss at least some, we fire two. We look (detect missile) shoot (wave one) then shoot another (wave two) and then look to
see how many remains.
When faced with a single missile, this ensures a kill at an early stage.
Unmodified, this tactic will be a disaster for the perry when faced with more than one missile. Not only does the perry suffer from a very slow rate of fire, but it can also only have 2 missiles
in the air. (That's what it's supposed to but an interface bug allows unlimited when exploited correctly)
If the first hits, the second shot was wasted.

76mm

CIWS
The CIWS principle is simple: spray as many bullets as possible in the path of the missile to hit and destroy it. In practice, it's even simpler, just put it to auto and it will engage any incoming
missiles.
Why HOLD FIRE:
1. EMCON
2. Friendly missiles and planes passing by
Why AUTO:
1. Attacking incoming vampires
2. Attacking incoming vampires that have been undetected until then
Why FULL AUTO:
1. ???
2. There is the possibility of a slightly faster response from full auto. It will mostly disable your SAM shooting and helicopter launching, however.
Why ACQUIRE/ENGAGE:
1. Attacking incoming vampires
2. Friendly missiles (which may be targeting said vampires) and planes passing by
Make sure to ENGAGE only when the acquired bearing actually is in the direction of the target (which should be hooked, =selected). (I've done this part wrong before, already... so I should
know.)

For the desperate: Machinegun
A manual version of the CIWS, with far less bullets. You'll have to go by the missile trail in selecting where to aim.

Anti Torpedo Warfare
The sensor war
Against torpedoes, the sensor war is simple. As long as you have a working sonar, you should be able to detect any torpedoes in the area. This means a max speed for ownship sensors, or the
use of sonobuoys.
The first order of the day may be an evasive maneuver, so as to invalidate a firing solution, but the second is determining what kind of torpedo has been fired, and on who.

Know your enemy
In DW there are three types of torpedoes.
1. Wakehoming
2. Acoustic
3. Wireguided Acoustic

The wakehoming torpedo
...is a special case. Unless fired from very close to point blank, it's easily avoided.
If it is fired with a lead, either stopping or mirroring your course will make it a wasted shot. If you hold a speed of 4 knots, you're no longer making the wake it homes on. It can however,
home directly on your hull, should it get close enough. (~500m, lwami ~50)
If fired into the wake you've just created, on the other hand, they're coming for you. Unless the torpedo will need too much time getting to it, so that it expires before then.
If it does get on your trail, your best chances will be with maneuvering, though this may be an exercise in futility.

The Acoustic torpedo
The best thing is to get out of its path. These are nearly always fired on a solution, and maneuvering to invalidate the solution it was fired on will then make it miss - unless its fired from
close enough not to matter.
If wireguided the one who fired it can resteer it, and it's a cat and mouse game of trying to make him steer it wrong. With the odds generally strongly in his favour. You'll have to rob him of
his sensors, which is not quite doable should he have external sensors (UUV), or even rob him of his life. If he's dead he can't guide. (easier said than done.)
Should getting away not be an option, two things might help. First, the nixie towed decoy. This will create a racket when in the water, so should not be deployed when not needed. (Todo:
verify)
Secondly, slow down. It doesn't matter how noisy the nixie is if you're outnoising it. If you slow down to 9 knots or less you even get the bonus of the hull passive, whose primary use is the
detection and tracking of torpedoes. It will also show ship-relative, which is useful for telling if it homes on you or the nixie.
LWAMI note: Since the torpedoes no longer detonate on the nixie, you probably want to make sure you're not right behind it

Anti Surface Warfare
Weapons
Primary weapon: Harpoon
Does the most damage per shot, and does not require you to radiate. Can be made to approach target from another direction. Can work on a target not yet visible/detected.
Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•
•

Low rate of fire (***30 seconds) (todo: verify time)
Long preparation time (plan, warmup)
Preparing means firing or losing shot
Low supply (max 4 per mission)
Easy to hard-kill (todo: check softkillability)

The best way to deploy them is to have several approaching the enemy ship from different angles, calculated as such:
Travel speed of the harpoon is 510 knots. In the 30 seconds (this value is probably not quite correct) it takes to reload, warm and fire a new one, it flies 510*100/(180/30) = 8500 meters.
(Yards?)
This is the three minute rule, speed knots * 100 = x yards/3minutes divided by (3 minutes / delay_between_shots)
Therefore, the path of the second shot must be 8500 meters less to enable, presuming they enable at the same time. (The time 30 seconds is probably inaccurate, and so the 8500m is just as
probably also innacurate. Should be workable though.)
The downside to this compared to "standard" sequential firing is that since decoyed missiles explode on and destroy the chaff, the chaff isn't around to divert the next missile. Best way to get
at least something through this is to be creative in which angles the missiles approach from.
Alternately, use a larger time difference (say 3 minutes) and a larger path length difference (51000).

Secondary weapon: SM-2
The secondary job of the SM-2 is ASuW. Straightforward attack missile, very fast, workable range. AI ships will never launch sams to shoot down these missiles, though humans may. Point
defense isn't very useful.
Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Requires painting target with FCR, revealing yourself and your intentions.
Damage is on the low end of the scale
Shots that do go through the AMW gauntlet may not detonate
Takes shots from AAW/AMW work
More sensitive to damage - requires working FCR in addition to launcher.
May not go through your own CIWS in full auto mode.

Thirtiary weapon: 76mm
Using the cannon is a simple job, to hit with it slightly harder. Although it binds the CAS, and illuminates the target with it, DW (as of 1.01) does not actually use it for anything; The shots
land according to the solution fired on. If the solution is dead on, the shells will be too. Has a rather short range for ASuW, 10nm. Does a lot of damage (kill nearly anything) before it runs
out of shells, after which it can be reloaded. The greatest advantage is that there is no counter - except if the other has more and bigger guns than you.
Disadvantages:
•
•

Illuminates target with radar, without using the return. (Using surface radar anyway mostly cancels this out) (I don't believe radar illumination takes place until you "unhold".
unverified.)
Once out of shells, takes a 20 minutes to reload. (Without cheat)

(to empty a last few shells, use a manual target)

CIWS
The ciws is useful against surface vessels too, mainly smaller vessels - if they're of the fast sort, all the more. Inside the 3.5nm it works, it's extremely accurate. After use it can quickly be
reset to AAW duties. Superb against suicide crashers.
Disadvantages:
•
•
•
•

Causes extremely many sonar calls for explosions (could be called a bug?)
Takes rounds from AAW/AMW work
Short range
May send some shots in stray directions, especially neutrals/friendlies near the target may suffer.

Torpedoes
Torpedoes were originally a ASuW only weapon, and is quite usable as such still. Point them at the target and send them off. (Make sure its presets match the target, i.e. no ceiling)
Disadvantages:
•
•
•

Very short range. Within this range the 76mm is a better choice when available.
Takes shots from ASW work, where torps are your only weapon. (except helicopters)
Extreme reload restrictions (not counting fast reload cheat, which makes them nearly gatling torp tubes)

Machineguns
Shortest range of all, and no effect versus medium and large targets. Takes a bit of practice to use optimally.

Penguin
These can only be carried one at a time on heloes, but is the only ASM available on them. Can be used to attack targets outside your own range, or from otherwise difficult angles, etc. Best
used in open areas, as it will home on the first target it sees after enable. Can only be launched through the navmap "engage with" menu.
Disadvantages:
* Unruly launchers.
* Low-end damage
* Comes in ones

Tactics
The OHP FFG is not primarily a ASuW ship. That said, it still has some teeth.
The first consideration is what your opponent is - if he has bigger jaws than you do, then it might be advisable to lay low.
•
•
•
•

Against unarmed, unescorted ships, it's a trivial matter.
Against patrol boats or similar, there isn't much to be afraid of either. The worst are the PTGs which will fire missiles at you, but as long as you manage the AMW fine, the rest is
usually just mopping up.
Against less capable frigates and occasional destroyer, your biggest challenge is usually getting through their AMW gauntlet. (*cough*sm-2*cough*)
Cruisers nearly always present a problem whose solution is called "tail between legs".

The situation quickly becomes worse when you're facing a number of hostile ships, though.

Anti Submarine Warfare
Weapons
Primary weapon: Helicopter
First, note that sublaunched torpedoes have longer ranges than shiplaunched ones. This applies in almost any case. This advantage can only be overcome by the helicopter.
If it can be assumed that the sub in question does not have MANPAD ("shoulder-sam") capability, it's a simple matter of going over there and drop the torpedo.
•
•
•
•
•

It always drops its torpedoes set to enable as soon as it hits the water.
If "torpedo waypoint" dropped, it will circle, unmodded always to the right. (Depends on the host in a MP session)
It is set to use active sensors.
Floor=Max depth
Ceiling= surface OR with modified doctrines below surface traffic if neutrals nearby

Dropping a torpedo on a sub with nearby neutral surface traffic requires a very good tma solution. (The autotma as per 1.02 ought to do the job most of the time.)
Against SAM equipped subs it is slightly more demanding - the helohunters in particular. (All helohunters are human, the AI will not resort to this tactic except by coincidence) The
helohunter is the one that stays right below the surface, to pop up, fire the sam, and go back down. Against these, calling in a friendly p-3 for a high-altitude torpedo drop (or even lob) which
can keep it outside sam range, may be the better option. If that is not an option, which will be most of the time, you will have to use slightly different procedures. Player-controlled
helicopters are expected to handle themselves in a safe manner. Not that there is anything the FFG player can do about it.
The best solution if the helo is still in approach, is to use the penguin missile (navmap, engage with) on the radar contact (must be classified surface) as soon as it gets up. At this point it is
an ASuW contact for a little while. The SM-2 is your best bet simply because it can be fired quickly and is on target quickly too, hopefully before it dives again. With extreme luck, before
he shoots down your helicopter.
(see also harpoon)
The SAM range is ~3.5nm, while the search area radius for a circling torpedo (the one it drops) is ~2.5 nm. (lwami has this drastically less) This means that dropping a torpedo outside the
range won't work unless the sub captain panics and takes her down as a result. (In which case you approach and drop a new one on his head) The solution is found in the "engage with"
menu. With that, the helo will position itself (usually) right outside the sam range, and drop a torpedo in snake mode.
However, if the sub runs, it will likely outrun such a torpedo. The snaking maneuver bleeds fuel and speed when it's still too early to find anything.(v1.01) To do that, at least the kilo has to
dive, in which case you can try dropping another right on top of him.
However, if he does not evade, he'll very likely get sunk, so you're forcing him to do something - and hopefully distracting him from the helo so it can approach to drop a killer.
There's also the chance that he misinterprets the torpedo situation, or does another way of evasion than simply running.

Secondary weapon: Torpedoes
(v.1.01) Torpedoes fired at a solution, ignores the gyro setting completely. In manual mode, the bearing at the specified gyro setting, 10 seconds (?) after pressing the "ready" button, is
locked as the direction the torpedo will go. (Should be course-relative, gyro-locked instead of bearing-locked, but this is how it is.)
There are several torpedo tactics that may be employed. The most common use is to send a torp or two towards the target, but don't forget a circling torp activating on the far side of the
target, on the other side of the "countermeasure wall" they usually put up... Especially unmodded.

Thirtiary weapon: Harpoon
You may spend a harpoon as "insurance", making the harpoon and the helicopter pass him at fairly much the same time. If he pops up to shoot the helo, he's poonfeed.
The trick is to get them to be there at about the same time.
If you do not have the torpedoes to do the "engage-with then drop-on-head" maneuver, this is a viable tactic.
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